
Automatic Timesheet PROJECT
A System to track the time Taken by individuals working on a given project



Introduction

� Quite often people get assigned to carry out various tasks, like writing down 
an algorithm or even  creating  a data flow diagram.

� Such kind of tasks are often paid for, on an hourly basis.

� The big challenge comes in here: How will the project owner be sure that 
the person actually spent all the time logged, doing the required task and 
not other activities.

� This therefore calls for the development of an integrated time tracking 
system.

� A system which can determine what an individual is doing and for what 
period of time.



Advantages of A time tracking System

� It helps in self evaluation: An individual can evaluate themselves and make 
appropriate decisions on time management.

� Helps Reduce Costs. It saves organizations from paying for time spent on 
non work related tasks like playing games or catching up with friends on 
social media.

� Saves Management Time: It takes time to compile employees records and 
especially time entry sheets. A tracking system can be used to automate 
the whole process and save all the time required to do the exercise 
manually.

� Prevents Abuse activities: A time management program can help reduce 
the risk of employees abusing a time sheet, by just filling in details in favor of 
their friends or themselves. 



The Project

� This  Integrated Time tracking program is a  C# project developed to track 
the activities being carried out by an individual on a personal computer.

� It works by classifying different processes in to predefined categories and 
tracking the time a user spends on each activity. The categories help in 
identifying what the user is working on.

� These classifications are:
� Development Time

� Research Time

� Management Time

� Miscellaneous Time



Development Time

This category takes processes associated with integrated development 
environments or software development kits. 

Software Development programs like Visuals studio, Eclipse, GitHub, Android 
studio and NetBeans are grouped in this category. 

If a user Opens one of this programs, then they are assumed to be coding a 
piece of software. 

The time they take on it is logged as development time.



Research Time

▪ Sometimes, a programmer may want to find out how a certain activity is 
done. They therefore, may turn to forums like stack overflow, quora or stack 
exchange on the internet to research. 

▪ The integrated time tracking system detects such activities on a web 
browser by evaluating the we addresses and classifies the time as time 
spend doing research.



Management Time

Office keeping programs like word processors , project management 
programs and spreadsheets are used to keep records of given projects or 
Record activities. 

Software Like Microsoft Project, One note, Excel and Microsoft Word are often 
used to facilitate management activities like report creation, activity 
scheduling of data analysis. 

The time spend on such programs is regarded management time.



Miscellaneous

� All other activities which do not lie in any of the above categories is 
Regarded as miscellaneous.

� Time spent on this category is in most cases not considered for payment.



Program Flow:

� The program is developed to work with Clockify.

� Clockify is a free time tracking software with a simple time tracker and 
timesheet app that lets individuals  and teams track work hours on projects

� All the users of the program have to be registered with Clockify. This 
enables different users to be assigned tasks within the same project.

� The time taken by an individual carrying out a given task is logged on 
Clockify thus making it possible to see the cumulative amount of time  in 
hours for the work already done by different individuals.



Login

• To Login in to the system, a user is required to enter their email address  
and password for  their Clockify account.

• Using the Clockify authentication the credentials are validated and a 
token generated which is used in time entry and query activities.



Initial Process!

� After successful Login, The program automatically Performs two main 
activities which are:
� Query Task Id’s For the Project From the Clockify API. The project owner creates 

tasks which are allocated to users. These task Id’s are stored locally for use during 
the program life cycle. They enable a user to update  time entries on Clockify.

� Create The initial Time entries for the four activities with 0 Time spans: This acts as 
an initializer of the time entries for a given session. It is done at the start point so 
that all the other entries on Clockify are done as updates and not entries

After the update, the Main screen is displayed:



Main Screen

The Main screen has there major parts 
numbered 1,2 and 3.

Part One displays the name of the 
current users and the current process .

The second part is a list Box showing all 
the processes and the time already 
taken on each.

The third part shows a summary of 
each activity groups with the already 
accumulated time.
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How it works

The program utilizes two threads, one to monitor the user operations and 
another to post or update values on Clockify.

The Thread to monitor the local processes  works by checking the active 
process in a span of five seconds. If the process has changed, a timer is started 
and a record is made or updated for the previous process.

All the times recorded are kept in a dictionary.

Example: If a user was on Eclipse for say two minutes, then switches to chrome, 
then the two minutes are recorded for eclipse and the timer is reset to capture 
time for Google Chrome.

After a span of predefined time, for this project five minutes an update is 
made to the Clockify entries.



Cont

The background Process
� Before the update is done, All the 

entries in the dictionary are 
examined and classified in the 
four predefined categories. All the 
accumulated time is then 
computed for each category and 
the screen entries updated. 

� The values are then send through 
the cockily API as an update.

Screen After Update



Time Entries on Clockify
The time taken on each activity is Recorded and updated successively until the active 
program session is ended. In the above pictures the user spend eleven minutes doing 
non work related activities and only three seconds  on Software development



Different Sessions
When a user closes a program and starts it again, new Entries are made. The New 
Entries are regarded as a new session and are updated again until the program is 
closed.
On Clockify, it becomes easy to see what was done at a given session denoted by 

dates, as circled above.



Advantages 

� With this program an organization can determine the amount of time spent 
carrying out work related tasks and time carried out doing other activities.

� Individuals can evaluate themselves and be able to make better decision 
on the amount of time they require to work a given project.

� Reduce Payroll processing time: Since all the time logs are made 
automatically, time to prepare payrolls is greatly reduced.

� Real Time analysis: With this program, it is possible for project owners to see 
real time analysis and make important changes thus avoiding unnecessary 
costs.



Program Challenges 

� Limited Functionality: This System only works by determining the time a 
person takes on a given program. It does not examine what they are doing 
in the program. A person can therefore be on a development environment 
developing a different software other than the one allocated.

� Can be manipulated: A user can open a program and go away leaving 
the timer running. A log will be made that they spent time on the project 
whereas they did not.

� Not comprehensive: Associating each program with an activity may require 
a broad database of program classification. With this program some 
development IDE’s maybe regarded as miscellaneous activities.



End


